BOXLEY PARISH COUNCIL
www.boxleyparishcouncil.org.uk
Beechen Hall, Wildfell Close, Walderslade, Chatham, Kent. ME5 9RU
 01634 861237
 clerk@boxleyparishcouncil.org.uk
Clerk Mrs Pauline Bowdery
Assistant Clerk Mrs Melanie Fooks

A G E N D A
To All Members of the Council, Press and Public
There will be a meeting of the Environment Committee on Monday 8 April 2019 at Beechen
Hall, Wildfell Close, Walderslade ME5 9RU commencing at 7:30 pm when it is proposed to
transact the following business:
Please note change in start time
1

Apologies and absences
To receive and accept apologies for absence.

(7.30)

2

Declaration of Interests, Dispensations, Predetermination or Lobbying (7.31)
Members are required to declare any interests, dispensations, predetermination or lobbying
on items on this agenda. Members are reminded that changes to the Register of Interests
should be notified to the Clerk.

3.

Minutes of the Meetings 18 March 2019
(7.32)
To consider the minutes and if in order sign as a true record (previously circulated).

4.

Matters Arising from the Minutes
(7.33)
4.1 Minute 3228/4.1 Yellow lines at junctions in Grove Green. Installation of yellow lines
should have started on, or soon after, 23 March.
4.2 Minute 3228/4.3 Traffic survey Boxley Village. The office has approached KCC about
whether BPC can have copies of the data collected by the survey lines south of Boxley
Village. KCC have been chased and if no response is received the Clerk is asking that
this is escalated.
4.3 Minute 3228/4.6 Junction 3 M2. Waiting Government response to 10 MPs request for
action on local infrastructure.
4.4 Minute 3231/7.2 litter Lordswood, Walderslade and countryside. See report (page 3).
4.5 Minute 3231/10. Management of donation to the Friends of Weavering Heath and
Woodlands. See report (page 3).
4.6 Any other matters arising from the minutes not on the agenda.

To adjourn to allow members of the public to address the meeting

(7.40)

5.

Planning Applications for Consideration - DECISION
To consider applications received. See report (pages 4-8).

(7.50)

6.

Planning Decisions, Appeals and Appeals Decisions - INFORMATION
To receive and consider any information.

7.

(7.56)

Highways and Byways - DECISION
(7.57)
To consider any issues raised at the meeting.
7.1 Minute 3011/8.3 Westfield Sole Rd/Yelsted Lane/ Harp Farm Rd. Item at request of
Cllr Bob Hinder.
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8.

Policy and Procedures - REVIEW
(8.07)
None scheduled for review.
Predisposition and Predetermination. An opportunity is given for members to raise any
queries regarding this.

9.

Members and Officer’s Reports
To receive any reports or notification of issues from members.

(8.08)

10.

Volunteer Groups - INFORMATION
To receive any reports. See report (page 8).

(8.15)

11.

Matters for Information – INFORMATION
To receive any information.

(8.20)

12.

Items for Next Agenda - DECISION
(8.21)
Requests for items to be included on the agenda to be submitted no later than 13 May
2019.

13.

Next Meeting
(8.22)
Next full Environment Committee meeting 20 May 2019 at Beechen Hall commencing at
7:30pm.

In view of the confidential nature (personal details and data) on the item about to be transacted,
it is advisable that the public and press will be excluded from the meeting for the duration of or
part of the item.
14.

Enforcement and Section 106 updates from MBC
To receive any information received.

(8.23)

Pauline Bowdery
Pauline Bowdery
Clerk to Boxley Parish Council

Date: 1 April 2019

In accordance with policy the meeting should close no later than 9:30pm but the Chairman has
devolved powers to extend it by 30 minutes.
Items to be returned to agenda: May Walderslade Woods Crash Data.
return if any fundamental changes. Minute 3028/4.1. Land to the rear of Tesco Grove Green.
Parish office will undertake the work when it is able.
Legislation allows for meetings to be recorded by anyone attending. Persons intending to
record or who have concerns about being recorded should please speak to the Clerk.
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Supporting agenda papers for the Environment Committee Meeting 8 April 2019. The
Chairman will assume that these have been read prior to the meeting.
Councillors
wishing to suggest changes to any policy or procedure document in this agenda should notify
the office, in writing, at least three working days in advance of the meeting to allow details to
be circulated at the meeting (or in advance if particularly contentious).
Item 4. Matters Arising from the Minutes- INFORMATION
4.4

4.5

Litter Lordswood, Walderslade and countryside. Cllr Bob Hinder undertook a site visit with
MBC to show the problem areas. Just after the meeting the officer caught and fined a driver
who could not produce a Waste Transfer Licence and who was parked up in Wildfell Close,
possibly looking to fly tip.
Last week the parish office was contacted by a Medway resident who had video of a person
flytipping and arrangements were made to get the information to MBC.
Management of donation to the Friends of Weavering Heath and Woodlands. Clerk’s note,
it is suggested that the following draft is considered as the basis of managing and
earmarking any donations.
Earmarked Reserves.

w

Any donations/grants specifically given for the work of the FoWH&W will go into the
PC’s account. The parish councils earmarked reserves (restricted section) will show
the donations as FoWH&W funds. The FoWH&W can request the release of the funds
for equipment or services directly linked to the volunteer work, in accordance with
the donor/s wishes, on Weavering Heath, Wents & 5 Acres Wood and Grove Wood.
Should the FoWH&W set up its own FoWH&W bank account then the money will be
transferred once it is clear that there are proper management controls in place to
ensure donations are spent in accordance with the donors original caveate.
Services and equipment
It is in the interest of the FoWH&W to use the donated funds and the Parish Council’s
annual grant, to pay for services or equipment that attracts VAT; if the parish council
orders the services/equipment and gifts it to the group VAT can be reclaimed. There
are strict regulations concerning this so it is essential that the Chairman checks with
the parish office before undertaking any action/purchase. Once funds are transferred
into a FoWH&W bank account no VAT can be reclaimed on any expenditure from that
account.
Imprest Account
The FoWH&W Chairman is permitted to run an imprest account.
Expenditure
The Clerk and the FoWH&W Chairman agree on expenditure to replace tools, buy
provisions etc. and as long as it is for the day to day management of the agreed
areas it need not be reported to the parish council. Large scale or unusual
expenditure requests are to be flagged to the parish council.
Parish Council’s Annual Donation
The parish council will consider whether to grant a budget for the work of the
FoWH&W. Budgets are drafted Oct- December in any year. Any allocated sum
unspent by the end of that financial year (31 March) will be absorbed back into the
parish council’s coffers unless the group put forwards details of a particular project
that warrants any under spend being placed in the council’s earmarked reserves.
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Item 5 Planning Applications for Consideration - DECISION
Ratification
18/506656/FULL. Erection of a new two storey primary school and special educational needs
secondary school with vehicular and pedestrian access via Kent Medical Campus together with
associated car parking and drop off area, pedestrian access, drainage, areas for formal and
informal outdoor play and landscaping works at Popesfield, Bearsted Road, Weavering. To
Ratify the Clerk’s decision. After consulting members.
The parish council has objections to the amended plans and wishes to see the application refused
for the following reasons:
NPPF requires development to be sustainable and only a real proven overriding need can change
this requirement. The parish council considers, and it has studied the statistics in the recently
published Maidstone Primary School Preference Figures For Entry Into Primary School for Sept
2019, there is no proven need for a new primary school in this area.
The potential other sites investigated, and rejected, by the application have only been considered
for the two schools and not just for a single primary school. It is recognised that the majority of
SEND students will have to access schooling by private or provided transport therefore the
location of a SEND school is not fixed to a specific catchment area, in this case it is anticipated
that students may come from as far afield as Ashford. With the removal of the SEND element of
w school e.g. the football pitches etc. the primary school will have a significantly reduced
the
footprint and thus some of the rejected sites may be suitable. It is not clear whether KCC
Education has actually investigated extending existing schools to meet future need.
The location is unsustainable as it relies on significant numbers of students and staff accessing
the site by private vehicles.
The amended Draft Travel Plan and Planning Statement
acknowledges that the relocation of the entrance onto the Kent Medical Campus “significantly
increases the walking distance from the east.” The removal of the proposed all weather footpath
also means that people “routing from Grove Green or the west would not now use Bearsted
Road”. There is currently no direct public transport route onto the site and no guarantee that one
will ever be provided.
Parking and drop off/pick up provision on the site. The amended plans/documents regarding this
are contradictory and it is unclear whether there will be an increase of 12 or 14 drop off spaces.
Regardless of the correct figure the amended documents make certain statements that do not
pass the most casual inspection.
It is anticipated that 91 vehicles will be required to park in the car park or drop off layby,
including vacant mini bus bays, which total 61 places. The positive references to the
effectiveness of the drop off/pick up zones/spaces rely on:
• Parents arriving at a steady and even rate over the 30 minute drop off time.
• The turnaround predictions, 15 minutes for KS1 and 6 minutes for KS2, again
rely on there being a steady and even stream of vehicles arriving and departing
and absolutely no delays in exiting or returning to the vehicle by any parents or
students.
• The positive statements concerning turn around for KS2 children are only correct
if “parents are not required to leave their vehicle” (Transport Technical Note). So
effectively the applicant is stating that KS2 children will be dropped off at the lay
by and then what? collected by staff and taken on a long walk to the classroom?
Only a Head Teacher can decide on whether students can be dropped off to find
their own way or whether, as is usual for primary schools, require KS1, KS2 and
often KS3 to be escorted to the classroom door. The applicant is therefore making
unsafe and questionable assumptions on what will be acceptable to the Head
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•

•
•
•
•

Teacher. The layby in question is very long and students being dropped off at the
end of it will possibly not be in sight of teachers and parents will naturally escort
them to the responsible adult. The only other alternative seems to be that all KS2
students line up by the layby waiting for the whole class to be present and walked
into school, what happens if it is raining, cold or windy? What is the impact on
teachers and would there be enough teachers to do this.
The parish council considers that the turnaround assessments need to be
recalculated on KS1 and KS2 students being escorted to the classroom door.
No extra students/staff arriving due to inclement weather. There is also concern
that during such weather there is a change in driving and the parking
attitude/patterns which adversely impacts on any school parking, on site or off
site.
No obstruction by double or inconsiderate parking in the car park.
No early arrival of the mini buses or taxis servicing the SEND school.
No early deliveries, refuse collections etc.
The layby not being used as a parking space by parents and not used by parents
waiting to pick up KS3 and upwards students.

While there is much about dropping off children it is considered that there is a glaring omission
in the absence of a detailed reference to or recognition of the problem of parents collecting
children from school. Drive past any school and you will find drivers waiting half-an-hour or
more before the school finishes. This applies whether or not it is a requirement that the child
be collected in person.
As it is clearly impractical for a parent to arrive at a precise pick-up time and for the
‘doorkeeper’ to know that a particular vehicle has arrived parents will need to get out of the
vehicle to identify themselves. It would be interesting to know how the applicant intends this
problem be addressed. Without a solution, the congestion will be both horrendous and
distressing for both children and parents.
The Parish Council considers that the Trust should produce, prior to any further consideration of
the planning application, a robust Safeguarding Policy for the transfer of children from parent to
school prior to the planning application being agreed.
Many schools offer after school time slots for parents to talk to teachers and there is likely to be
parents meeting other parents and arranging events etc. None of which is considered in the turnover statistics.
Reference is made to the nursery not impacting on the drop off/ pick up time but no reference
can be found to the reception class students who like KS1 must be delivered to and collected
from the classroom door.
There is concern about the safety of students on the site as the older ones have to navigate a
very busy car park with frequent vehicle movements.
It is doubtful whether any children of Primary School age will cycle to school and primary schools
often require proficiency training before bikes can left during the day at schools. Proficiency
training is generally only undertaken in the last year of primary schooling.
The applicant acknowledges that the change to the site entrance will result in higher vehicle
usage on local roads (149 in the am and 143 in the pm). Amendments to the Travel Mode Share
for car/van usage shows a predicted 25% increase, mirroring the reduction in the original walk
percentage (59.3% down to 34.3%) however these are only robust statistics if the originals were
correct and the parish council considers that the applicant has been consistently over optimistic
in their calculations on the students who would be walked to school. St John’s School submitted
a response to the original planning application Draft Travel Plan and it is considered that it is
worthwhile quoting part of this submission.
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“However, a high percentage of our pupils live within easy walking distance from our
school i.e. less than 1km and therefore within the Desirable and Acceptable categories
referred to above. Notwithstanding the Institution and Transportation’s guidance, their
parents/carers do not follow it. Some 40% + are driven to and from school despite the
surrounding roads having wide paths and being residential roads and our
encouragement to children and parents alike to walk.
At 3.2.1 of the DTP the baseline for the travel patterns of pupils for the proposed
school is that 59.3% will walk. This is a greater percentage than currently walk to St
John’s despite the majority of our pupils living within 1km compared with very few
residences being within this distance of the proposed site.
70% of our staff travel to school by car. At page 26 5.2.3 of the TA assumes 80% of
staff travel by car with 6% sharing i.e. net 74%, 17% walking or cycling and 3%
arriving by public transport”.
It is a well known fact that parents drop off/pick up students often as part of a multi-use of the
car. This may be because they work, are going shopping, visiting people, attending classes etc.
It is considered that this is the major reason why children are not walked to school.
Interestingly the predictions for staff walking to school remain unchanged from the original even
though there is an acknowledged significant increase in the walking distance from the east and
south. The parish council still considers that cycling is not an option many teachers will take up.
The Langley Park [Leigh] Academy Primary School, Edmett Way, Maidstone, ME17 3FX also has
a travel plan (May 2018). This school is located within a residential area and the travel plan
identifies
12 Current travel issues
12.1 Overview
Congestion in the carpark at drop off and pick up is an issue causing arguments between
parents.
13 Travel survey results
modal split (actual) - pupils
8/May/2018
Walk
21.0 %
Park & walk
2.5 %
Scooting/skating
11.5 %
Cycle
2.5 %
Bus (all types)
School bus
0.0 %
Public bus
0.6 %
Train
0.0 %
Car (alone)
54.1 %
Car share
5.7 %
other
1.9 %
NB rounded percentages may not add exactly to 100.0%
This school opened in September 2016 and it has, despite being in a residential area, still
not managed to get the majority of children to be walked to school with cars delivering and
collecting 61.3% of students.
91.7% of staff access the site by car with two teachers cycling if the weather is good.
The statistics from Langley Park show that the draft travel plan produced for the Popesfield site
is, to be perfectly blunt, rubbish.
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The additional traffic using local roads and possibly having problems accessing the site, resulting
in tail backs to the roundabout is also of concern. Grove Green, Weavering and Bearsted currently
suffer from congestion problems and the additional schools will only add to the issues.
There is concern over noise and air quality at the site and also outside Gidds Pond Cottages. The
air quality at the MBC receptor site near the KIMS site currently regularly exceeds guidelines and
it is considered that introducing two school which are only accessible by vehicle is contrary to
NPPF. Many of the students that the applicant predicts will walk to school will be required to walk
along Sittingbourne Road or Bearsted Road directly through heavily polluted areas.
Unless the proposed 30mph speed limit outside Gidds Pond Cottages is enforced it is considered
that drivers will speed between the two build outs before breaking heavily. The congestion caused
by the build outs and additional traffic at the roundabout backing up will increase pollution levels
due to idling engines.
The lighting and usage of the proposed football pitch is of concern. This site is close to residential
properties and is a known bat area and the artificial lighting will possibly have an adverse impact
on residents and bats which are a protected species.
As highlighted in the KCC EAS response dated 25 January 2019 insufficient ecological
information, to show the impact on bats, reptiles etc. has been provided for this site and also at
Weavering Heath which will be affected by the proposed sewer pipe.
It is considered that the introduction of a new primary school in the area will have an adverse
impact on the catchment areas of adjacent primary schools. Catchment boundaries will be shifted
and it is likely that several schools will be affected as children travel from one area to another
often using private vehicles.
It is proposed that a sewer pipe is laid across Weavering Heath to connect the proposed site to
the main sewers. Sewage will be pumped uphill until gravity takes over to draw it into the existing
system at Shepherds Gate Drive. Details have been provided on the 24 hour emergency storage
should the pump fail and also on some possible localised flooding (caused by rain) on the car
park, thus stopping cars being parked and increasing pressure on the drop off/pick up turnover
figures. There is, however, no reference to the fact that by laying the sewer across the wet area
of Weavering Heath gravity will drain the heath water down towards the school site. Not only is
this an additional potential flood hazard for the car park but it will also fundamentally change the
habitats that currently exist on the heath.
The proposed site is a Nature Reserve, subject to a separate planning application for change of
use, and the parish council objects to any development.
There is concern that the from petrol and oils run off from vehicles using the large car park will
enter the surface water drainage system. It is acknowledged that the SuDS Manual (CIRIA C753)
assessment has highlighted a low pollutant hazard and put in mitigating measures but it is
queried whether petrol interceptors are needed.
With regards to the removal of the 19 Poplar Trees (TOP 13/2011) there is significant concern
about the adverse impact on the street scene, see exchange of correspondence from MBC
Landscape Office. Considering large swathes of trees were removed to allow Kent Medical
Campus to be developed it is essential that these trees should be retained to maintain the quality
of the visual amenity of the area.
If Maidstone Borough Council is minded to approve this application or if it goes to Appeal then
the parish council requests the following:
• A robust condition to stop any pedestrian entrance being introduced onto Bearsted Road
in the future.
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•

Sewer pipes, due to potential damage to Weavering Heath, must be ‘moled’ into position.
Damage to Weavering Heath must be properly repaired and habitats reinstated.

19/501025/FULL. Erection of one detached 3 bedroom house with garage and parking at 22
Goldstone Walk, Chatham ME5 9QB. Deadline 28 March 2019. To Ratify the Clerk’s decision.
After consulting members,

Wish to see refused for the following reasons.
•
•

This is overdevelopment of a site and if permitted there will be an adverse and negative impact on
adjacent neighbours and the street scene from Impton Lane.
The proposed access/egress will create a significant safety issue for pedestrians/cyclists using the
footpath linking Goldstone Walk to Impton Lane. This narrow and quite short walk through connects
Goldstone Walk, and beyond, to the local bus stops and the pick up points for the school buses and
commuter coaches. The footpath is extremely narrow and there is insufficient space for the applicant
to provide any vision splay so pedestrians and cyclists will have absolutely no warning that a vehicle
is about to drive across the path infront of them and the driver’s own view will be similarly restricted.
Due to the existing cramped space at the footpath vehicles exiting or entering the property will have
to undertake an immediate 90 degree turn in a very short space. The proposed access and egress to
the site would result in a turning circle/parking area being taken out of commission for other road
users.
The lack of a vision splay, the proximity of the proposed access/egress to a well use footpath and the
need for any driver to drive across a footpath which they cannot see down is unacceptable.
If the planning officer is minded to permit the parish council asks that it is reported to the planning
committee and that the TPOs on the applicant’s trees on the site is not removed.

Decisions
19/501388/FULL PROPOSAL: Erection of a front porch. Highmill Tyland Lane Sandling
Maidstone Kent. Deadline 16 April 2019

Item 10 Volunteer Groups- INFORMATION
The Friends of Weavering Heath and Woodlands, Grove Green. Update taken from article
included in the Downs Mail.

During a recent litter pick The Friends of Weavering Heath and Woodlands collected 34 bags
of rubbish, a shopping trolley, 2 shopping baskets, a wooden chest of drawers, wood, pipes,
coal scuttle and 3 car wheel covers. The volunteer group, which is financially supported by
the parish council, has now been formally recognised by Maidstone Borough Council and a
meeting with officers has identified numerous maintenance and improvements tasks for the
group. Chairman of the FoWH&W Keith Clark said “it is great to be putting something back
into the community even if it is just picking litter and now permission has been received to
improve paths, maintain hedges etc. We are now implementing the management plan and
residents will really start to see changes”
Clerk’s note: The first task day, to undertake more than just litter picking, was held on 27
March. It is confirmed that risk assessments etc. were produced prior to the task day which
was mainly small scale tree maintenance, fence and footpath maintenance.
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